
 

 

Unificationist Gergely Raccuja’s wins £250,000 Wolfson Economics Prize 
 
Matthew Huish 
July 13, 2017 
 
Our finances are in good hands, considering Gergely Raccuja is on our finance committee! 
 
Travel tax plan wins £250,000 Wolfson Economics Prize – BBC News 
 
Gergely Raccuja wins £250,000 for his “clear and practical” plan to improve Britain’s road system. 
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 Wolfson Prize Winner 
 
A 27-year-old transport planner has won the £250,000 Wolfson Economics Prize for a plan to improve 
Britain's roads. 
 
Gergely Raccuja proposed a distance-based charge to replace fuel duty and vehicle excise duty, with the 
money raised being used to boost investment in roads and improve air quality. 
 
He also said he could maker Britain "pothole free" within five years. 
 
The Hungarian, who is the youngest ever winner of the prize, said he was "over the moon" to have won. 
 
Mr. Raccuja, a UCL graduate, topped a shortlist of five entries, judged by senior figures including the 
former chancellor Lord Darling. 
 
Entrants to the 2017 prize were all asked to address the same question: "How can we pay for better, safer, 
more reliable roads in a way that is fair to road users and good for the economy and the environment?" 
 
Mr. Raccuja's plan argued that a new distance-based charge would be "simple and fair" and would help 
"rebuild trust" between the government and motorists. 
 
Drivers wouldn't be asked to pay more overall, but instead would pay in proportion to the distance they 
drove each year. 



 

 

 
The charge would also reflect how green their vehicles were, with cleaner cars paying less per mile. 
 
Mr. Raccuja said the money raised would be invested in making UK roads ready for a new generation of 
electric and autonomous vehicles. 
 

 
Mr. Raccuja said he could make Britain "pothole free" within five years 
 
The charge, to be collected by insurers, would also be more efficient than current systems and would 
boost Treasury coffers as the number of cars on the road and vehicle mileage were projected to grow. 
 
'Infrastructure challenge' 
 
A poll of more than 2,000 adults, released by the Wolfson Prize on Thursday, found only a quarter said 
the current state of roads was good enough. 
 
Some 79% said traffic was getting worse and 67% were concerned by vehicle pollution. 
 
Lord Simon Wolfson, the chief executive of Next, who founded the prize in 2012, said congestion, 
pollution and potholes were a source of "daily misery" for Britons. 
 
He called Mr. Raccuja's entry "ground-breaking, yet simple". 
 
"Policymakers can learn much from this year's prize, and I hope they will take forward solutions to solve 
one of the greatest infrastructure challenges of modern times," Lord Wolfson said. 
 
Among the other entrants were the president of the AA, Edmund King and his wife, the economist 
Deirdre King. 
 
The Kings proposed the idea of Road Miles, where drivers benefit from at least 3,000 free Road Miles 
each year with a small charge thereafter, as well as "adopt-a-highway" naming rights to boost investment. 
 
Mr. Raccuja, who read politics, urban planning and Italian at UCL, graduating with first class honours in 
2015, said the competition had been "an incredible journey". 
 
"I hope I can persuade our politicians too that everything to do with our roads could be better." 
 
 


